PRISONERS OF WAR

When a Scholar, Scientist, or Educator makes the statement
The American Indian has a Unique Legal Identity, it is a statement of
fact. The statement expands and conclues, that to have made the statement,
one was in full knowledge to the Uniqueness, which are like no other
Círcumstances,past, present, or future judged from this world beginning
History to the next Eternity, and Eternity is understood to be from One
ïce Age, to the next., but even here, there is frail evidence, that it may
have started at the prior Ice Age and the methode used , could have been the
same as will Toe deîaerìihed (The Vero and Melbourne Man,I. Rouse, N.Y.Eicademy of Sciences
l950)to break the world power of the Old Indian Empire of ATLANTEÍS, which
still has descendants today.
There are many Descendants of American Indians to day, that are legallíy
UNITED STATES PRISONERS OF WAR. This is the Unique Legal Identity that
American White Schclarsf Scientist, and Educators, speak of, not openly
but in secret.
Nobody can dispute this Historical fact which was the outcome of
several evßnts .
MARCH 17, 1876
It became Official, the United States through Congress, Declared
War on Dakota Sovereignty. This Declaration could have been on March 4th. , according to War records, an attack by the
United States on Dakota Indians would make it Official. Hollywood Movie Producers like to tell the reason why the U.S. was
defeated by Dakota Indians by their presentation of being outnumbered by Indians'. War records and Congressional Acts give a
different Story.
With Chief LITTLE CROW getting a group of Indians to disband from the Dakota Sovereignty and creating' an
Autonomytype of Government, signed away the Capital (St.Pau1,Minn.)and the Eastern part of the Empire. Chief Crow Dog did
the same for the Western part of the Empire. Records prove out that wellover 75% of Dakota Indians belonged to some type of
Autonomytype of Government and the treaty with it was an agreement to become Nationals of the United States. United States
knew that all these agreements made with these Indians could never become Official unless the Dakota Sovereignty was either
destroyed or killed off. With all the territories of the Dakota being occupied by Nationals of the United States, members of the
Dakota Sovereignty had no landbase to protect or defend.
Anybody knows in THE WAR GAMES, The General‘s Staff of a nation's Armed Forces who are in control of the
Enemy's over 75% of their Armies, knows the rest is a moppíng up excerise in defeating the enemy. But these Army Generals
had experiances. They remembered well THE FETTERMAN'S WAR and large numbers did not make a victor because the
methods of the American Indian were tactics not known by modern warfare. Whatever plan the United States Army had it had to
be wellthoughtout because Congress had made the request that The Dakota Sovereignty be removed from the face of the Earth.

